Abstract-This paper proposes an extension of automatic schedule control to the WebSD management model of distributed software development in cloud computing environments. Cloud computing environments provide more flexibility than conventional computing environments. In particular, platform as a service (PaaS) provides more flexibility in application design, development testing, deployment, hosting, team collaboration, web service and database integration, scalability, and versioning. The WebSD model is a new management model of distributed software development for cloud computing environments. However, WebSD does not include functionality for schedule control. We design new operations and add into the WebSD model such that the distributed software development may be managed with automatic assistance in schedule control. We call the extended model as SDot. Inherited from WebSD, SDot also offers a common platform for various roles involved in the distributed software development, and SDot is also appropriate for the management of distributed software development in cloud computing environments. We present the application of SDot to a practical software project as a case study to show the effectiveness of SDot in schedule control for the management of distributed software development.  Index Terms-schedule control, distributed software development, software development management, cloud computing environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Overall speaking, the objective of software engineering is to guarantee the delivery of high-quality software on time and within budget [1] . In the past decade, developing software systems with globally distributed teams is popularly applied to a lot software projects [2] . With the development of software technology and the rapid extension of application areas, the cost and schedule of distributed software development may get out of control easily if the projects are not managed with intensive care [3] .
Based on 54 works of distributed software development published from 1998 to 2009, da Silva et al. concluded that the strong evidence about the effect of using the best practices, models, and tools in distributed software development projects is still scarce in the literature [4] . The ultimate goal of distributed software development is fully using all the resources, including computing devices and human resources, to achieve flexibility, quality and cost down. On the other hand, there exist several challenges in globally distributed software development, such as formalization in communication, formal change management, planning for system integration, project monitoring across distributed teams, standard distributed development tools, and integrated management tools [5] .
Cloud computing is not only a term that refers to data, processing, or experiences that reside somewhere in the cloud that we call as the internet. Nowadays, cloud computing reforms the way how companies operate with data and applications in the processes of inventing, developing, deploying, scaling, updating, maintaining and paying for resources that undergo the changes [6] - [8] .
A cloud computing environment can be defined as a computing environment that provides everything as a service, including infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS). The software systems developed in cloud computing environments suffer from the same problems that plague the conventional distributed and parallel software systems; they are complex to design, develop, test, deploy, and manage [9] . While various cloud services are either available or under development, the industry calls for a new model of distributed software development management that is specialized for cloud computing environments [6] , [10] .
With such a background, Yung et al. propose WebSD, which is a new management model of distributed software development management for cloud computing environments [6] . WebSD contributes in the following aspects.

WebSD simplifies the conventional hierarchical architecture of distributed software development,
WebSD extends conventional models to allow outsourcing parts of the software development to fellow companies, and including project managers, software developers, software testers, and software debuggers, to cooperate in a common and open model. However, WebSD does not include any specialized functionality for schedule control, which motivates our work presented in this paper.
We design new operations and add into the WebSD model such that the distributed software development may be managed with automatic assistance in schedule control. We call the extended model as SDot. Inherited from WebSD, SDot also offers a common platform for various roles involved in the distributed software development, and SDot is also appropriate for the management of distributed software development in cloud computing environments.
We present the application of SDot to a practical software project as a case study to show the effectiveness of SDot in schedule control for the management of distributed software development.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly describes the WebSD model. Our new SDot model is presented in section 3. Application of SDot to a practical case is described in section 4. And at last is a brief conclusion.
II. THE WEBSD MODEL
In this section, we briefly describe the WebSD model, which is a web-based management model of distributed software development for cloud computing environments [6] .
In the WebSD model, a software project of distributed development is described as a well-designed set of modules, which are units of encapsulation. The life-cycle for developing a module in a software system is defined by the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 1 . As an example, the state of a module is initially A. After it is assigned to a group for programming, the state goes to B. Once the assigned group accepts the job of programming, the state goes to C. When the group reports the finish of programming, the state goes to D. Then, it is assigned for testing and the state goes to E. Once the assigned group accepts the job of testing, the state goes to F. When the group reports the finish of testing and no bug is found, the state goes to G. And then, the project manager performs the integration tests. If it passes the integration tests, the state goes to L and the development of the module is complete.
Extended from the definition of the life-cycle of developing a module, they define the status of a software project using distributed development as follows.
Definition (Status of a software project using distributed development, P)
Given a module set M of k modules and a software project consisting of the k modules, the status of the project P is defined as
One of the advantages of the WebSD model is that with the definition of the status of a software project using distributed development, we may derive and keep record of the progress of distributed software development in an official manner.
III. AUTOMATIC SCHEDULE CONTROL
This section proposes an extension of automatic schedule control to the WebSD management model of distributed software development for cloud computing environments. We call the extended model as SDot.
The primary operations of distributed software development modeled in SDot are listed in Fig. 2 . We briefly describe each operation as follows. Extended from the WebSD model, the life-cycle of a module in the distributed software development is defined by a state transition diagram shown in Fig. 3 .
In the design of SDot, we note the following:
 SDot is so flexible that it allows a module in the software be developed and tested by a group at different locations.

In SDot, a group in the globally virtual team may get only the information involved with the group.
In SDot, the project manager has the freedom of dynamic adjustment in distributing the job of programming, testing, or debugging a module to a group of his/her choice.
SDot can be easily applied to the management of practical projects with distributed software development.
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©2014 Engineering and Technology Publishing For a validation, we apply the SDot model to a practical project called ConsMan. ConsMan is a project of distributed software development for building a webbased distributed information management system. The ConsMan project was executed between 2006 and 2007 for an energy and power company in Taiwan that our second author works with. Note that in this case, the SDot model is applied after the project is closed, based on the documentation kept during the execution of the project. While the whole details of ConsMan are available, simplification and adaption are applied for the purpose of clarity in presentation. In this section, we only show the top-level activities in executing ConsMan.
The ConsMan project with three top-level modules is developed by a virtual team consisting of five groups, of which one group is an in-house management group (g 1 : TWPCMan), two groups are outsourced programming groups of agents and consultants (g 2 : TWAC, and g 3 : MLAC), and the other two groups are off-site testing groups (g 4 : TWPCN, and g 5 : TWPCS).
Here, we briefly describe the progress in developing the top-level modules as follows. ConsMan has a global virtual team consisted of 5 groups (G = {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 5 }), of which g 1 is the project management group; g 2 and g 3 are the programming and debugging groups; g 4 and g 5 are the testing groups. The ConsMan project consists of 3 top-level modules (M = {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 }), which are developed in a distributed way with the following steps: 1) On day d 1 In this paper, we present an extension of automatic schedule control to the WebSD management model of distributed software development for cloud computing environments. We call the extended model as SDot. We define the life-cycle of a module in the distributed software development using a state transition diagram. For validation, we include the application of the SDot model to the ConsMan project.
We are aware of that the SDot model only provides a simple and clear view to the software projects of distributed development for the project managers, with a special purpose of schedule control. For a sophisticated schedule control of software development, the managers are suggested to refer to various schedule control techniques for software project management [1] , [3] .
